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RELEASE BRAND NEW SONG & VIDEO  

“ONCE UPON DECEMBER”  
THE FIRST SINGLE TAKEN FROM THE NEW STUDIO ALBUM  

“NATURE’S LIGHT”  
OUT MARCH 12TH, 2021 

 
New York, NY (December 11, 2020)--On March 12th, 2021,         

Blackmore’s Night will release “Nature’s Light”, their       

eleventh studio album and the first in six years. 

 

Today, the band, founded in 1997 by award-winning        

vocalist Candice Night and legendary guitar icon Ritchie        

Blackmore, reveal the first single and lyric video “Once         

Upon December”, a foretaste of the highly anticipated        

new album. 

 

‘Once Upon December’ is available for immediate       

Streaming and Download:  

https://blackmoresnight.lnk.to/OnceUponDecember 

Watch the video here: https://youtu.be/hGOGAjpDTqQ 

 

The ten new tracks make for a quintessential Blackmore’s Night album. Once again, Ritchie              

Blackmore and Candice Night successfully mix the tradition of Folk music and their love for the                

Renaissance era, inspired by the myths and legends of ancient times.  

 
“The story of ‘Nature’s Light’ is the story of nature being the true queen and the simplicity and                  
magic of everyday miracles that happen right before your eyes”, says Candice Night. “If you feel                
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stagnant or repressed in your surroundings, it is important to take a break from the mundane and                 
go where your heart leads you. It allows you to recharge and begin again with fresh and renewed                  
energy. For some it is the ocean, for some the woods, for some feeling the sun on your face. Our                    
music is an escape from the stress and pressure of modern times. Journey back through time with                 
us, to a simpler, magical time where music enters your heart and soul.” 
 
Transcend time with Blackmore's Night to a world with no stress, just the beauty of nature, and                 

fairy tales, sunsets and moonlit skies. Welcome to the Blackmore's Night experience.  

 

While the album is rooted in a traditional approach, fans of Ritchie Blackmore’s unique style will                

not be disappointed. Heartfelt ballads, such as a brand-new version of ‘Wish You Were Here’, set                

the scene for the magical tales on ‘Four Winds’ and ‘The Twisted Oak’. On the two instrumental                 

tracks - ‘Darker Shade Of Black’ and ‘Der letzte Musketier’ – Ritchie’s guitar brilliance shines               

through.  

 

On March 12th,2021, the band’s new studio album “Nature’s Light” will be released on multiple               

formats on earMUSIC. Among these is a Strictly Limited 2CD Hardcover Mediabook Edition             

including a bonus CD featuring a carefully selected set of Blackmore’s Night’s masterpieces from              

their extensive back catalogue. Furthermore, the album will become available as a CD Digipak              

Edition, a Strictly Limited Heavyweight 1LP Gatefold Edition on Yellow Vinyl, a 180g 1LP Gatefold               

Edition on Black Vinyl as well as Digital. 
 

 

TRACKLIST 
 

01. ONCE UPON DECEMBER 
02. FOUR WINDS 
03. FEATHER IN THE WIND 
04. DARKER SHADE OF BLACK (INSTRUMENTAL) 
05. THE TWISTED OAK 
06. NATURE’S LIGHT 
07. DER LETZTE MUSKETIER (INSTRUMENTAL) 
08. WISH YOU WERE HERE (2021) 
09. GOING TO THE FAIRE 
10. SECOND ELEMENT 

 

 

“Nature’s Light” is available for pre-order: 

https://blackmoresnight.lnk.to/NaturesLight 
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